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"My faction is Abnegation. The rest all call us stiffs. We lead a simply life, selfless. Abnegation:
The Selfless I will be my undoing If I become my obsession. I will forget the ones I love If I do not
serve them. I will war with others If I refuse to. Define abnegation: denial especially : self-denial
— abnegation in a sentence.
Abnegation value the virtue of selflessness over any other. Abnegation initiates upon attaining
membership are forced to reject a life of vanity and . In the Divergent trilogy and film, factions are
societal divisions that classify citizens based on their aptitudes and values. The factions are
Dauntless (the brave), Amity (the peaceful), Erudite (the intelligent), Abnegation (the selfless),
and Candor (the honest).
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ab·ne·ga·tion (ăb′nĭ-gā′shən) n. Self-denial. ThesaurusAntonymsRelated
WordsSynonymsLegend: Switch to new thesaurus Noun 1. abnegation - the denial and. Denial,
in ordinary English usage, is asserting that a statement or allegation is not true. The same word,
and also abnegation (German: Verneinung), is used for a. "My faction is Abnegation. The rest
all call us stiffs. We lead a simply life, selfless.
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a giving up of rights, etc.; self-denial; renunciation. Origin of abnegation. Middle English
abnegacioun from Late Latin abnegatio: see abnegate Abnegation: The Selfless I will be my
undoing If I become my obsession. I will forget the ones I love If I do not serve them. I will war
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ab·ne·ga·tion (ăb′nĭ-gā′shən) n. Self-denial. ThesaurusAntonymsRelated

WordsSynonymsLegend: Switch to new thesaurus Noun 1. abnegation - the denial and.
Abnegation definition, the act or an instance of abnegating, or denying oneself some rights,
conveniences, etc.: It was a time of austerity and abnegation. See more. When you purposely
deny yourself something, especially in favor of the needs of others, you would describe this act
as an abnegation. This has to be your choice, not.
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Define abnegation: denial especially : self-denial — abnegation in a sentence. Denial, in
ordinary English usage, is asserting that a statement or allegation is not true. The same word,
and also abnegation (German: Verneinung), is used for a. Synonyms for abnegation at
Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the
Day.
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Abnegation definition, the act or an instance of abnegating, or denying oneself some rights,
conveniences, etc.: It was a time of austerity and abnegation. abnegation. Society Function Fill
the need for selfless leaders in government. Faction Beliefs. Value selflessness. Blame
selfishness for the worlds problems. When you purposely deny yourself something, especially in
favor of the needs of others, you would describe this act as an abnegation. This has to be your .
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Abnegation value the virtue of selflessness over any other. Abnegation initiates upon attaining
membership are forced to reject a life of vanity and . Abnegation plays an important part in the
teachings of all the major religions. The founder of Buddhism was a prince who gave up all his
worldly goods when he .
a giving up of rights, etc.; self-denial; renunciation. Origin of abnegation. Middle English
abnegacioun from Late Latin abnegatio: see abnegate
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